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Cut costs with an optimized geothermal design plan

Energy information to help you manage your operation August 2020

Geothermal heat pumps
Environmentally friendly. Budget smart.

When planning for a new construction project, it’s 
common to sacrifice wishes and wants for budget 
considerations. A GHP often makes project wish lists 
because it’s a highly efficient system that operates on 
free renewable energy. Plus it offers clean operation with 
comfort and versatility. With these favorable attributes 
you might expect installation to be a no-brainer. But 
anticipating high installation costs means these systems 
often get cut before planning even begins. When this 
happens you lose the opportunity to take advantage of 
the benefits of GHP systems—likely forever. 

Advanced modeling programs now are available to help 
optimize both the building design and the geothermal 
system design to overcome budget issues.

Traditional engineering models separate building design 
from HVAC system design resulting in GHP plans based 
on basic rule-of-thumb calculations that look at the 
square footage of a building, heat losses, and maximum 

occupancy. The peak use times of each room often get 
added together—even if those peaks occur at different 
times of the day. The result is a system that’s oversized 
and more expensive than necessary.

Ed Lohrenz of GeoOptimize, Inc., uses his more than  
30 years of experience with all facets of the GHP 
industry to develop concepts with his integrated 
building energy model software to produce optimized 
design plans. Using information from building owners, 
architects, and mechanical design teams, his optimized 
planning tools analyze usage patterns, review building 
materials, and select alternatives to reduce heating and 
cooling requirements and maximize the benefits of the 
installed system. 

An optimized GHP design first factors in the geology 
of the building location to design a long term, reliable 
operating loop field. Evaluating the heat transfer rate of 
the soil and understanding how fast heat will dissipate

Geothermal heat pumps (GHPs) are the most efficient 
and environmentally friendly heating and cooling systems 
available. They move free heat from underground into a 
building to keep it warm in the winter and move heat out 
of the building to keep it cool in the summer.

Approximately 80 percent of the energy used by a  
GHP system is free renewable energy straight from the 
ground. GHPs deliver low-cost heating and cooling—
typically cutting annual bills by 70 percent.

Since a GHP system doesn’t burn fossil fuel to produce 
heat, it generates far fewer greenhouse gas emissions 
than a conventional furnace and completely eliminates 
the potential of poisonous carbon monoxide within  
a building.

The United States Department of Energy calls  
GHPs the cleanest, safest, and most energy efficient 
and environmentally friendly heating and cooling 
systems available today.

5 units of heating or 
cooling delivered into 
business operation

1 unit of electricity
4 units of “free”  

energy from the earth

GHP system components

 Loop field: Serves as the heat exchanger and consists of a series of high-density pipes buried vertically 
or horizontally in the ground through which a nontoxic water/antifreeze mix circulates. Heat is collected or 
disbursed to the ground.

 Heat pump furnace unit: This compressor unit is the meeting point between the loop field and distribution 
system. The compressor unit transfers the heat from or to the loop field as needed. 

 Distribution system: Includes fans and ductwork to distribute conditioned air within the building.

Vertical loop field Horizontal loop field



 

or be collected from the earth to serve the building needs is critical to  
GHP system operation. The correct design balances heating and cooling 
loads, making sure that the heat removed for heating doesn’t leave the 
earth too cold and that the heat added to the ground during cooling 
seasons doesn’t allow it to become overheated. By not exceeding the 
balance limits the system will operate efficiently for the full life of the system. 

The model runs scenarios of what the heating and cooling requirements 
will be for every hour of the year. Then processes adjustments to building 
design materials to develop a more accurate, less costly building and  
GHP design. For example: 

 Adjusting to optimize the exchange of fresh air may lower heating 
requirements. 

 Adding lighting control or using LED lighting may decrease cooling 
requirements but increase heating needs. 

 Modifying window glazing materials may lower cooling requirements. 

Modeling a full building design allows for a customizable heat pump system. 
And when the complete building and its operations plan work together,  
the size and cost of the heat pump and loop field may be 25 percent  
to 40 percent less than rule-of-thumb estimates. That difference will speed 
up the payback on the investment.

Below is our team of energy 
experts available to help 
with your projects. 

Meet Brandon Johnson 
Senior Commercial and  
Industrial Representative

New to Fergus Falls from the 
Rochester, Minnesota area, 
Brandon is a Certified Energy 
Manager, Key Account Executive, 
and Certified Residential Energy 
Auditor. He brings with him a 
decade of experience advising 
commercial and industrial 
customers with energy-cost 
management and energy-efficiency 
improvements. 

Owners and operators get the benefit of greatly reduced up front installation 
costs and deeply reduced operating costs over the life of the system. 

The savings from installing a GHP will more than cash flow the cost of 
installation! Especially now when low interest rates, beneficial financing 
packages, rebates, and tax credits are available.

Let us help! Rebates of $900 to $1,000 a ton are available for qualified 
installations. And in 2020 federal tax credits of 10 percent are available 
(maximum credit applies). For residential installations, a credit of  
26 percent with no limit applies. 

Call 800-493-3299 to speak with one of our Energy Experts.

With an optimized design of the building 
and geothermal heat pump system, the 
size and cost of the heat pump and loop 

field may be 25 percent to 40 percent less 
than rule-of-thumb estimates.

The Fergus Falls Public Library, 
renovated and expanded in 2019,  
is heated and cooled with a  
58-ton GHP system making it one  
of the most energy-efficient libraries 
in the state. In consultation with 
Ed Lohrenz of GeoOptimize, Inc., 
the design team developed a GHP 
system that cost 40 percent less 
than original estimates. Otter Tail 
Power Company rebates provided 
further up-front savings.
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Please recycle

Scott Sigette 
Rugby, Langdon and 
Devils Lake areas

Roger Garton 
Bemidji area

Brad Nelson 
Milbank and 
Wahpeton areas

Aaron Sigette 
Crookston and 
Hallock areas

Lori Moxness 
Morris area

Jeff Hoff 
Jamestown area 

If you have a project to discuss call 
one of our reps at 800-493-3299.


